NO KAHUTA – DEAL PLEASE:
Inam R Sehri
A similar essay was written for pakspectators.com which was published in it in early months
of 2012. Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif is going Washington to see President Obama who is
likely to place before him an offer of ‘Civil Nuclear Technology Plan’ with a set of strategy
containing proposal of winding up our Kahuta Laboratory.
Pakistan has continuously been pushed towards a dead end due to short sightedness of our
political leaderships in succession. Did the country deserve so; read the following paragraphs
based on open American Announcement of December.
Quoting a few lines from an article titled ‘Obama Declares War on Pakistan’ written by
Webster G. Tarpley on 11th December 2009 still available on internet media:

‘Obama's West Point speech of December 1 (2009) represents far more than the
obvious brutal escalation in Afghanistan - it is nothing less than a declaration of
all-out war by the United States against Pakistan. This is a brand-new war, a
much wider war now targeting Pakistan, a country of 160 million people armed with
nuclear weapons. In the process, Afghanistan is [also] scheduled to be broken
up.
This is no longer the Bush - Cheney Afghan war we have known in the past. This is
something immensely bigger: the attempt to destroy the Pakistani central
government in Islamabad and to sink that country into a chaos of civil war,
Balkanization, subdivision and general mayhem.
The chosen strategy is to massively export the Afghan civil war into Pakistan
and beyond, fracturing Pakistan along ethnic lines. It is an oblique war and the
United States and its associates in aggression are far too weak to attack directly. In
this war, the Taliban are employed as US proxies. This aggression against
Pakistan is Obama's attempt to wage the Great Game against the hub of Central Asia
and Eurasia.’
[Referring to Obama’s speech at West Point Academy New York on 1 st
December 2009 at the Cadet’s passing out occasion of US army]
For a moment; leaving the mockery of 9/11 and Osama’s killing in Abbotabad aside, let us
contemplate that what were the real aims of dominating Pakistan from all the four corners.
The war actually started long before when the Americans had planned to take over Iraq for
oil and Pakistan because of having nuclear technology. On Iraq the US forces attacked in the
garb of ‘Mass Weapons’ but for Pakistan they developed an idea of splitting the country
through civil war.
The architect of this Pakistani civil war was Gen Stanley McChrystal of US Special Forces ,
who had organized the infamous network of US torture chambers in Iraq by successfully
patronizing the Iraqi civil war of Sunnis versus Shiites, by creating ‘al Qaeda in Iraq’ under
the pseudo command of a double agent Zarkawi.
Tarpley had rightly pointed out then that ‘McChrystal's senior, Gen Petraeus, wants to be the
new US Field Marshal’ through CIA or otherwise and possibly the next US president. Both had
gone home but left the bleak future for the south western Asia as 2012-13 were the election
years in Afghanistan and Pakistan both.

If the US scenario through 2010-11 is analysed, the things had started taking shape. See the
map of the prevalent ethnic groups of Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iran, and India; these maps
show only political borders which date back to the time of British imperialism. The main sects
like Pashtun, Balochi, Kashmiri, Punjabi and Sindhi were purposefully divided in the above
countries and then a new phenomenon on religious sectarian basis like Sunnis, Shias,
Deobandis, Ahl e hadiths and many more was infused in them while settled in all areas.

From where the said groups get finances to live up lavishly and generously; the
American government and especially the Jewish lobby injects huge funds to feed the
imams of all sects equally and leaders through different ways but keeping themselves
behind the curtain.

If PM Sharif’s advisors read the following few lines that what President Obama had planned
for Pakistan when he stepped in the White House – the agenda still stands there. That Jewish
lobby is still around Obama – Nawaz Sharif should keep the above facts in mind.
The Pak-US-Afghan war is not yet over – might be taking a new turn.
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